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Dirty Diseases 
   You will be amazed… that in the western countries, the
percentage of impotent people is so high… unbelievably it is like
that… they talk so much about sex… and do 'other' things… it's
all talking… so much of impotency is settled in these western
countries… and the diseases, the dirty diseases… which are
caused by these indiscriminate sex activities are so much… that
they have to be guarded against (791202.3); I told… this is all
wrong that you are doing… it will have a very bad effect… it's not
natural. If promiscuousness is good then why does it give
diseases… if it is natural… then why does it give you problems…
simple question - there's a kind of an ego that we can do it - but
why fight with the Nature (870500) 

   What is sex… any Tom, Dick or Harry can do sex… are you now
sex points… if you do it in a wrong way… you will have diseases…
you will have impotency… no children will be born to you if you
misuse it (790200.1) 

   It is not permitted to have adulterous life in any religion
whatsoever… because adulterous life brings forth all kinds of
problems for the sex… for spoiling the last chakra - people can
become impotent… or, over exited… or could become suffering
from all the troubles of this centre… for which you know the
diseases… so one has to lead a very clean wonderful married life.
When I say this in the west, people really don’t like it… but I am
your Mother… I have to tell you the truth. Whatever you have
done is done… finished… doesn’t matter… but now you should
come to your sanity… because there are all these horrible satanic
diseases waiting just to work it out (821008) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 
Tape References: 
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins 
-870500.1 Untitled talk, Australia - see 870503  
-821008 We don’t have to suffer, Bedford - see 821007(Video) Good  
-791202.3 Guru Puja Pt 3, Dollis Hill (Q&A) - see: 791202.2 Poor 0 
-790200.1 Talk to westerners & about negativity - see 790200 poor 65 
870500.2 Australia PP [PP video set 5/1] good 35 
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